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About course requests

If you intend to use Moodle during a class, you can create a course by 
making a course request.  Only faculty members can make course requests.
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How to make a course request
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Make a course request by selecting either [class request] or [out of class request].
Please select [class request] in order to request a course for a normal class.

Class request
Creating a course is fast and simple when 
selecting from the list of classes already 
registered within the school information 
system. 
The primary instructor for the class, as well as 
the user who makes the course request, will be 
registered in the teacher role for the course.

Out of class  request
If you would like to prepare a course 
outside of class or if the class has not yet 
been registered within the school 
information system (if you cannot find the 
class by searching through the class 
request list), you can make an out of class 
request. 
The user who makes the course request will 
be registered in the teacher role.
The course will be created once the 
administrator has approved the request. 
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Class request ※One course is created per request

Step1 Filter the courses and search for the class

Step2 Select the class

Step3 Course settings

Show: Publish as soon as the course has been created.
Hide: Visible to authorized faculty only

This is where the automatic attendance function is 
registered. It is defined in relation to the class’s 
start and end dates.

Number of sections in the course

The teacher’s name is displayed.
This can be edited as necessary.

Step4
Click [Create] after confirming that all of the settings on the 

confirmation screen are correct.

If you select multiple classes, an integrated course that includes all of these 
checked classes will be created. 
※Checking multiple classes does not mean that multiple courses will be created.

Step5 The course is created. 

The user who requests the course, as well as the course’s primary instructor, 
are registered in the [teacher] role.

 Course settings can be edited after the course has 
been created.

 Course request period
 After a class has been registered with the school 

information system, course requests for the new 
academic year can be approved.

 Can be approved on a rolling basis throughout the 
year.

 If you have created a course in error, please contact 
the M2B administrator.
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Out of class requests

Step1 Click the [Settings] button for out of class requests.

Step2 Fill in the details for the course you wish to 
request and click [Course request]

Course request period

 Approved on a rolling basis, as necessary.
15 sections will be created by default. Please edit 

the number of sections according to need.
The [Long course name] can also be changed in 

[Edit settings] after the course has been created.  

Step3 After making the request, the course is created 
as soon as the M2B administrator approves it

 The administrator will approve the request within 1 – 7 days。
 The user who made the request will be notified via their university email 

account as soon as the course has been approved or denied (in the event 
that the course request is denied, an explanation will be provided).

 In the event that a course request is denied, please resubmit the course 
request corrections have been made according to the details outlined in the 
explanation received.

 The user who makes the course request will be registered in the role of 
[teacher].
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※One course is created per request
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